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Abstract—With the development of depth sensors and 3D laser
scanning techniques, 3D dynamic point clouds have attracted
increasing attention as a format for the representation of 3D
objects in motion, with applications in various fields such as
3D immersive tele-presence, navigation, animation, gaming and
virtual reality. However, dynamic point clouds usually exhibit
holes of missing data, mainly due to the fast motion, the limitation
of acquisition techniques and complicated structure. Further,
point clouds are defined on irregular non-Euclidean domain,
which is challenging to address with conventional methods for
regular data. Hence, leveraging on graph signal processing tools,
we propose an efficient dynamic point cloud inpainting method,
exploiting both the inter-frame coherence and the intra-frame
self-similarity in 3D dynamic point clouds. Specifically, for each
frame in a point cloud sequence, we first split it into cubes
of fixed size as the processing unit, and treat cubes with holes
inside as target cubes. Secondly, we take advantage of the intra-
frame self-similarity in the target frame, by globally searching
for the most similar cube to each target cube as the intra-source
cube. Thirdly, we exploit the inter-frame coherence among every
three consecutive frames, by searching the corresponding cubes
in the previous and subsequent frames for each target cube as
the inter-source cubes, which contains most nearest neighbors
of the target cube in the relative location. Finally, we formulate
dynamic point cloud inpainting as an optimization problem based
on both intra- and inter-source cubes, which is regularized by the
graph-signal smoothness prior. Experimental results show that
the proposed approach outperforms three competing methods
significantly, both in objective and subjective quality.
Index Terms—3D dynamic point clouds, inpainting, graph-
signal smoothness prior, inter-frame coherence
I. INTRODUCTION
3D dynamic point cloud has received increasing attention as
an efficient representation of arbitrarily-shaped 3D objects in
motion. It consists of a sequence of point clouds, each of which
is a set of points. Each point in a point cloud corresponds to
a measurement point and contains most original information
of the point, including the 3D coordinates representing the
geometric information and possibly attribute information such
as color and normal. With the development of depth sensing
and 3D laser scanning techniques1, we can acquire dynamic
point clouds conveniently, thus catalyzing their applications in
various fields, such as 3D immersive tele-presence, navigation,
animation, gaming and virtual reality [2].
Nevertheless, 3D dynamic point clouds often exhibit several
holes of missing data inevitably, as shown in Fig. 1. This
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1Examples include Microsoft Kinect, Intel RealSense, LiDAR, arrays of
color plus depth (RGBD) video cameras [1], etc.
Fig. 1. Several frames of the 3D dynamic point cloud Longdress with holes,
captured at different moments.
is mainly due to incomplete scanning views, fast object
motion and inherent limitations of the acquisition equipments2.
Besides, there may lack some regions in the data itself (e.g.,
dilapidated heritage). Therefore, it is necessary to inpaint
incomplete point clouds prior to the subsequent applications.
Nevertheless, point cloud frames captured at different time
in the same sequence are irregular, and may have different
numbers of points. Further, there is no explicit temporal
correspondence between points over time. Hence, 3D dynamic
point cloud inpainting is a challenging problem.
However, the direct inpainting of 3D point cloud sequences
has been largely overlooked so far in the literature, while
several approaches have been proposed for static point clouds.
These methods mainly include two categories according to the
cause of holes: 1) restore holes in the object itself such as
heritage and sculptures [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], and 2)
inpaint holes caused by the limitation of scanning devices [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Nevertheless, all of the
above methods are not designed for dynamic point clouds.
If we apply them to point cloud sequences frame by frame,
the inpainting process of each frame is independent to each
other, which neglects the inter-frame correlation and thus is
sub-optimal. In order to address this problem, we propose to
inpaint the 3D dynamic point clouds consecutively, exploiting
the inter-frame coherence and the intra-frame self-similarity
in the geometry of point cloud sequences.
Specifically, for each target region which contains the hole
in the target frame, we search its corresponding regions in
the adjacent frames and its most similar region in the target
2For example, 3D laser scanning is less sensitive to the objects in dark
colors. This is because the darker it is, the more wavelengths of light the
surface absorbs and the less light it reflects. Thus the laser scanning devices
are unable to receive enough reflected light for dark objects to recognize.
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2frame as source regions, and then inpaint the hole based
on these source regions. Due to the irregularity of point
clouds, it is difficult to search similar regions and fill holes
according to the source regions. Hence, we resort to graph
signal processing [18], [19], and represent point clouds on
graphs naturally. In particular, for each target frame in the
input point cloud sequence with holes, we first segment it
into cubes of the same size and choose the target cube with
missing area. Secondly, we find the most similar cube to the
target cube in the target frame as the intra-source cube, in
which the similarity metric between two cubes is based on
the direct component (DC) and the anistropic graph total
variation (AGTV) [20], [21] of the normals of points in the
cube. Thirdly, we find the corresponding cubes for the target
cube in the previous and subsequent frames as the inter-source
cubes. The correspondence is set based on searching for a
cube that contains the most nearest neighbors of the points in
the target cube in the relative location. Next, we formulate the
hole-filling step as an optimization problem, which is based on
the intra- and inter-source cubes and regularized by a graph-
signal smoothness prior [22], [23], [24] for the target cube.
Further, we analyze the inherent principle of this optimization
and make simplification. Finally, we acquire the closed-form
solution of the optimization problem, leading to the inpainting
result of the hole.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study
the inpainting problem for 3D dynamic point clouds in the
literature, by exploring the inter-frame coherence among
consecutive frames of a point cloud sequence.
• We cast dynamic point cloud inpainting as an optimization
problem, which is based on intra- and inter-source regions
and regularized by the graph-signal smoothness prior.
• Experimental results show that the proposed approach
outperforms separate inpainting with static point cloud
inpainting methods significantly.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first discuss
previous methods in Section II. Then we review graph signal
processing tools in Section III. Next, in Section IV, we
introduce the proposed method, including preprocessing, intra-
and inter-source cube matching and problem formulation. Ex-
perimental results and conclusions are presented in Section V
and VI, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
While the direct inpainting of dynamic point clouds has not
been studied in the literature to the best of our knowledge, we
review previous inpainting works on static point clouds in this
section. According to the cause of holes, we divide static point
cloud inpainting into two classes: 1) inpainting holes in the
object itself such as heritage and sculptures [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], and 2) inpainting holes caused by the limitation of
scanning devices [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17].
For the first class of methods, the main hole-filling data
source is online database, as the holes are often large. Sahay
et al. [5] propose a gradient map and dictionary learning-based
method to harness the geometric prior. They project the point
cloud to a depth map, search a similar one from an online
depth database via dictionary learning, and then minimize
the error in the known region to ensure the smoothness in
the formulation. However, the projection process inevitably
introduces geometric loss. Instead, Dinesh et al. [8], [9] fill this
kind of holes with the data in the object itself. In particular,
they determine the inpainting order by giving priority to the
points along the hole boundary, and search best matching
regions based on the smallest rotation difference in order to
fill the missing area. The results still suffer from geometric
distortion due to the simple data source.
The other class of methods focus on holes generated due
to the limitations of scanning devices. This kind of holes
is smaller than the aforementioned ones in general, thus the
information of the data itself is often enough for inpainting.
Quinsat et al. [11] and Wang et al. [10] create a triangle
mesh from the input point cloud, identify the vicinity of the
hole to build the mesh over the hole, and finally interpolate
the missing area. These methods rely on the quality of mesh
construction though. Lozes et al. [12], [13] deploy partial dif-
ference operaters to solve an optimization problem on the point
cloud, which only refers to the neighborhood of the hole to
compute the geometric structure. Muraki et al. [15] generate a
surface to fit the vicinity of the hole and interpolate the surface
for inpainting. Due to the reference information from the local
neighborhood only, the results of these methods tend to be
more planar than the ground truth. Also, artifacts are likely
to occur around the boundary when the geometric structure is
complicated. Fu et al. [16], [17] exploit the non-local similarity
in the point cloud, which searches the most similar region to
the missing region based on the normals of points, and fills
the hole by formulating an optimization problem based on
the similar region and a graph-signal smoothness prior. We
extend this static inpainting method for dynamic point clouds,
by incorporating the temporal information from neighboring
frames.
Besides, some works for static point clouds deal with
particular point cloud data such as geometrically regular point
clouds of buildings in [25], flattened bar-shaped holes in the
human body data in [26], and dynamic holes with static objects
in [27], which are unsuitable for general cases though.
III. SPECTRAL GRAPH THEORY
We first provide a review on basic concepts in spectral
graph theory [28] and graph signal processing [18], [29], [19],
including graph, graph Laplacian, graph-signal smoothness
prior and graph shift, which will be utilized in the proposed
dynamic point cloud inpainting.
A. Graph and Graph Laplacian
We consider an undirected graph G = {V, E ,W} composed
of a vertex set V of cardinality |V| = N , an edge set E
connecting vertices, and a weighted adjacency matrix W. W
is a real symmetric N ×N matrix, where wi,j is the weight
assigned to the edge (i, j) connecting vertices i and j. We
assume non-negative weights, i.e., wi,j ≥ 0. For example,
K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) graph is a commonly used
3undirected graph, which is constructed by connecting each
point with its nearest K neighbors.
The Laplacian matrix is defined from the adjacency matrix
[28]. Among different variants of Laplacian matrices, the
combinatorial graph Laplacian used in [30], [31], [32] is
defined as L := D −W, where D is the degree matrix—
a diagonal matrix where di,i =
∑N
j=1 wi,j .
B. Graph-Signal Smoothness Prior
Graph signal refers to data residing on the vertices of a
graph. For example, if we construct a K-NN graph on the
point cloud, then the normal or the coordinate of each point
can be treated as graph signal defined on the K-NN graph.
In our context, the graph signal is the normal in the intra-
source cube searching approach in Section IV-B, while it refers
to the coordinates of points in the problem formulation in
Section IV-D.
A graph signal z defined on a graph G is smooth with respect
to the topology of G if∑
i∼j
wi,j(zi − zj)2 < , ∀i, j, (1)
where  is a small positive scalar, and i ∼ j denotes two
vertices i and j are one-hop neighbors in the graph. In order
to satisfy Eq. (1), zi and zj have to be similar for a large
edge weight wi,j , and could be quite different for a small
wi,j . Hence, Eq. (1) enforces z to adapt to the topology of G,
which is thus coined graph-signal smoothness prior.
As zTLz = ∑
i∼j
wi,j(zi − zj)2 [33], Eq. (1) is concisely
written as zTLz <  in the sequel. Note that, graph-signal
smoothness prior has been deployed and extended in various
applications [23], [34], [24], [35], [36]. This prior will be
deployed in our problem formulation of point cloud inpainting
as a regularization term to smooth the geometric structure
along the temporal frames and inside the inpainted region,
as discussed in Section IV-D.
C. Graph Shift
In classical discrete signal processing [37], [38], [39], the
basic building block of filters is a special filter called the time
shift or delay, which delays the input length-N signal z by
one sample, so that the ith sample of the output z˜ is z˜i =
zi−1modN . For example, for the graph in Fig. 2, the adjacency
matrix A is the N ×N circulant matrix, with weights
ai,j =
{
1, i− j = 1 mod N
0, otherwise.
(2)
…0 1 𝑁𝑁 − 2 𝑁𝑁 − 1
Fig. 2. An example of the time shift graph, which is a classical graph
representation for time series datasets.
We can write the shift operation as
z˜ = Az. (3)
In discrete signal processing on graphs [29], the notion of
the shift in Eq. (3) is extended to general graph signals z where
the relational dependencies among the data are represented by
an arbitrary graph G. The operation in Eq. (3) also applies
and is called the graph shift. In particular, it is realized by
replacing the sample zi at vertex i with the weighted linear
combination of the signal samples at its neighbors:
z˜i =
∑
j∈Ni
ai,jzj , (4)
where Ni = {j|ai,j 6= 0} is the set of indices of vertices
connected to vertex i, i.e., the neighborhood of vertex i. Note
that for the graph shift in Section IV-D1, each vertex has only
one neighbor, so Eq. (4) is z˜i = ai,jzj (where vertex j is the
only neighbor of i in the graph) in our method.
The graph shift operation in Eq. (3) will be deployed as a
part of the regularization term in our problem formulation for
dynamic point cloud inpainting, which enforces the smooth-
ness of the geometric structure between every two consecutive
frames, as analyzed in Section IV-D1.
IV. THE PROPOSED INPAINTING METHOD
We now introduce the proposed point cloud inpainting
method based on the spectral graph theory in Section III.
The input data is a point cloud sequence denoted by S =
{P1,P2, ...,Pq}, where Pf , f = 1, ..., q denotes each frame
of point cloud in the sequence. As shown in Fig. 3, we operate
on each target frame Pf with holes in turn with the following
steps:
• Firstly, we split Pf into fixed-sized cubes as units to be
processed in the subsequent steps.
• Secondly, we choose the target cube with missing area
manually.
• Thirdly, we search for the most similar cube to the target
cube in Pf , which is referred to as the intra-source cube,
based on the DC and AGTV of the normals of points.
• Fourthly, we search for the corresponding cube to the target
cube both in Pf−1 and Pf+1, which is referred to as the
inter-source cubes. The idea is to search the cube with the
most nearest neighbors of the points in the target cube in
the relative location.
• Fifthly, the inpainting problem is formulated into an op-
timization problem, which leverages the intra- and inter-
source cubes, the graph-signal smoothness prior and graph
shift. We provide the closed-form solution of the optimiza-
tion problem, leading to the resulting cube.
• Finally, we replace the target cube with the resulting cube
as the output.
A. Preprocessing
For the target frame of point cloud Pf = {p1,p2, ...} with
pi ∈ R3 meaning the coordinates of the i-th point in the point
cloud, we first split Pf into overlapping cubes {c1, c2, ... }
with ci ∈ RM3×3 (M is the size of the cube), as the processing
4Choose
the target cube
Search for the
intra-source cube
Split into cubes Output frameSearch for the inter-source cubes
Optimization
Target frame of
the input sequence
Fig. 3. The framework of the proposed 3D dynamic point cloud inpainting method.
unit of the proposed inpainting algorithm. M is empirically
set according to the coordinate range of Pf (M = 20 in our
experiments), while the overlapping step is empirically set as
M
4 . This is a trade-off between the computational complexity
and ensuring enough geometry information available to search
for source cubes.
Having obtained the cubes, we choose the cube with missing
data as the target cube ct. In order to ensure there is enough
known information available in ct for similar cube search, we
constrain that the percentage of the hole in a cube should cover
less than 50% of the total points when projected to a 2D depth
map. Besides, in the presence of a hole larger than the cube
size, we will divide the hole into several small holes, and then
inpaint the small holes in the inward order.
Besides, in order to save the computation complexity and
increase the accuracy of the subsequent cube matching, we
choose candidate cubes for intra-source cube searching cc by
filtering out cubes with the number of points less than 80%
of that of ct. Also, we augment the candidates by mirroring
these cubes with respect to the x-y plane, which will be used
in the next step.
B. Intra-frame Cube Matching
In order to search for the most similar cube to ct in Pf , we
first define the geometric similarity metric δ(ct, cc) between
the target cube ct and each candidate cube cc as in [16], [17]
by the difference in DC and AGTV between ct and cc:
δ(ct, cc) = exp{−[ | 〈d(ct), d(cc)〉 |+|v(ct)−v(cc)| ]}, (5)
where d(ct) and d(cc) are the DC of cube ct and cc, while
v(ct) and v(cc) are the AGTV of ct and cc. Specially, the
DC d(ci) and the AGTV v(ci) of ci are introduced in detail
as follows.
Direct Component This is a function of the nor-
mals of points in the cube, which presents the prominent
geometry direction of the cube. A cube ci consists of a
set of points {qi,1,qi,2, ...,qi,m} (m is the number of the
points), each of which corresponds to a normal, denoted as
{ni,1,ni,2, ...,ni,m}. The DC of the cube ci is computed as
d(ci) =
∑m
k=1 ni,k
‖∑mk=1 ni,k‖22 . (6)
Anisotropic Graph Total Variation The graph total
variation (GTV) generalizes to describe the smoothness of
a graph signal with respect to the underlying graph struc-
ture [16]. Further, the AGTV based on the normals describes
the geometric feature of point clouds in terms of smoothness
more accurately as [20], [21], [16]
v(ci) =
∑
k
∑
l
| 〈ni,k,ni,l〉 |wk,l
K(K − 1) , (7)
where wk,l denotes the weight of the edge between k and l
in the graph we construct over ci. Specifically, we choose to
build a K-NN graph mentioned in Section III-A, based on the
affinity of geometric distance among points in ci. Hence, wk,l
is assigned differently from [16], [17] as
wk,l =
{
exp{−‖qi,k−qi,l‖222σ2 }, k ∼ l
0, otherwise
(8)
where σ is a weighting parameter (empirically σ = 1 in our
experiments). This is based on the assumption that geomet-
rically closer points are more similar in general, which can
better describe the sparsity of the overall graph gradient in
normals of the points on the graph. Therefore, the AGTV is
able to represent abrupt signal changes efficiently [16].
5Having computed the similarity metric in Eq. (5) between
the target cube and all candidate cubes in Pf , we choose the
candidate cube with the largest similarity as the intra-source
cube cs. However, cs cannot be directly adopted for inpainting,
because it is just the most similar to ct in the geometric
structure, but not in the relative location in the cube. Hence,
we further perform structure matching (i.e., coarse registration)
for cs and ct so as to match the relative locations as in [17],
which includes both translation and rotation as a simplified
Iterative Closest Points (ICP) operation [40], [41]. This leads
to the final intra-source cube, denoted as cˆs, which will be
adopted in the final inpainting step.
C. Inter-frame Cube Matching
Considering that the inpainted results of dynamic point
clouds should be coherent among consecutive frames, it is
necessary to explore the temporal correspondence between
neighboring frames in a point cloud sequence. Unlike videos,
dynamic point clouds are irregular, thus the temporal cor-
respondence is challenging to define. Few methods exploit
this problem for the compression of dynamic point clouds
[42], [43]. Julius et al. compare the difference of the octree
data structure over consecutive point clouds to find their
correspondence [42]. Thanou et al. compute the local features
of each point based on spectral graph wavelets, and estimate
the temporal correspondence by measuring the difference in
features among consecutive frames [43]. However, the previ-
ous method is limited to the octree structure, while the latter
is computationally expensive.
In order to efficiently explore the temporal correspondence
in dynamic point clouds for coherent inpainting, we propose
to find corresponding cubes for ct both in Pf−1 and Pf+1,
which are denoted by cf−1t and c
f+1
t respectively as the inter-
source cubes. Note that, the inter-frame coherence can be
generalized to several previous and subsequent frames, instead
of one forward and one backward as in our method.
Specifically, inspired by the observation that a set of points
representing the same region have little variation in the con-
secutive frames, we find the temporal correspondence via
searching the nearest neighbor of each point in the target cube.
As shown in Fig. 4, we first find the cube c′t ∈ RM
3×3 in Pf−1
(one green cube in Fig. 4) as
s(c′t) = s(ct), (9)
where s(c′t) denotes the coordinates of the centering point of
c′t, and s(ct) denotes the coordinates of the center of ct. This
means c′t is at the same position as ct in the relative location.
Then we create a bounding box bf−1t ∈ RH
3×3 (H is the
size of the box) around c′t as
s(bf−1t ) = s(c
′
t), (10)
where s(bf−1t ) is the coordinates of the centering point of
bf−1t . Then, we search in b
f−1
t the nearest neighbor of each
point in ct in terms of the relative location, as illustrated with
yellow lines in Fig. 4.
nearest neighbor
𝐏𝐏𝑓𝑓−1 𝐏𝐏𝑓𝑓
𝐜𝐜𝑤𝑤
𝐛𝐛𝑡𝑡
𝑓𝑓−1
𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡 , 𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡′
𝐜𝐜𝑡𝑡
𝑓𝑓−1
Fig. 4. The inter-source cube searching. The green cubes in Pf and Pf−1
are ct and c′t, respectively. The red cube is the searching box b
f−1
t , the
yellow lines connect the nearest neighbors in relative location to each point
in ct, and the black dotted cube is the sliding cubic window cw to find the
inter-source cube cf−1t in black.
Next, we create a sliding cubic window cw ∈ RM3×3 in the
bounding box bf−1t . The inter-source cube c
f−1
t ∈ RM
3×3 in
Pf−1 is found by
cf−1t = arg max
cw
V (cw), (11)
where V (cw) is the number of the nearest neighbors of ct in
cw in terms of the relative location. That is, c
f−1
t contains the
most nearest neighbors of ct.
However, cf−1t is just the most relevant cube in Pf−1 to
ct in the temporal correlation. There is a rigid transformation
between cf−1t and ct due to the motion. Thus, we perform the
same structure matching on cf−1t as the way we deal with cs
in Section IV-B, which leads to the final inter-source cube in
Pf−1, denoted as cˆ
f−1
t . The final inter-source cube in Pf+1,
denoted by cˆf+1t , is searched in the same way as in Pf−1.
Thus we obtain two source cubes as the temporal reference,
which will be adopted in the final inpainting step.
D. Problem Formulation
Next, we cast the inpainting problem as an optimization
problem, which is regularized with the graph-signal smooth-
ness prior as mentioned in Section III-B. This problem is
formulated as
min
cr
‖Ωcr −Ωct‖22 + α‖Ωcr −Ωcˆs‖22 + βgTLgg, (12)
where:
• cr ∈ RM3×3 is the desired resulting cube.
• Ω is a M3×M3 diagonal matrix with Ωi,i ∈ {0, 1}, where
0 indicates known points and 1 indicates missing points.
Thus Ωcr and Ωcˆs represent the missing region in cr and
cˆs respectively. Ω is complementary to Ω, which extracts
the known region.
• g consists of cr, cˆ
f−1
t and cˆ
f+1
t . Lg is the graph Laplacian
matrix of the graph constructed over g. They will be
introduced in Section IV-D1 in detail.
• α and β are two weighting parameters (we empirically set
α = 1 and β = 0.5 in the experiments). Specifically, α
will affect the likeliness between the inpainted region and
the corresponding region in the intra-source cube. β will
6affect the smoothness along consecutive frames and the
smoothness of the inpainted cube.
The first term in Eq. (12) is a fidelity term, which ensures
the desired cube to be close to ct in the known region.
The second term constraints the missing region of cr to be
similar to that of cˆs. Further, the third term is the graph-signal
smoothness prior, which enforces the temporal coherence, as
discussed in the following.
1) Temporal Smoothness Term: In order to make use of
the inter-source cubes, we propose to build a triple-cube g ∈
R3M3×3 as
g =
 cˆf−1tcr
cˆf+1t
. (13)
Then we construct a graph Gg = {Vg, Eg,Wg} over g,
whose edges are established mainly for the points in cr.
Specifically, we build two kinds of edges:
• For the points of cr, the subgraph on them is the same
K-NN graph as in Eq. (8).
• For the connectivity between cr and cˆ
f−1
t , we link a point
qt,k of cr with a point q
f−1
t,k of cˆ
f−1
t , where q
f−1
t,k is the
nearest neighbor of qt,k in the relative location in the cube.
The weight is assigned as
wk,l =
{
1, qt,k ∼ qf−1t,k
0, otherwise
(14)
It is the same for the connectivity between cr and cˆ
f+1
t .
Note that cr is unknown. We approximate the graph con-
struction by replacing it with cˆs when building the first kind
of edges in Gg , as well as replacing it with ct at known region
and with cˆs at unknown region when building the second
kind. Thus we obtain Gg for the unknown cr, which merges
information from three source cubes. Therefore, the temporal
smoothness term in Eq. (12) gTLgg enforces the structure
of cr to be smooth with respect to the constructed graph,
which describes the temporal correlation. Next, we analyze its
function and make simplification as follows.
g is made up of three parts cˆf−1t , cr, cˆ
f+1
t , so the weighted
adjacency matrix Wg of Gg can be represented as:
Wg =
 Wf−1,f−1 Wf−1,f Wf−1,f+1Wf,f−1 Wf,f Wf,f+1
Wf+1,f−1 Wf+1,f Wf+1,f+1
, (15)
where Wf−1,f−1 is composed of edge weights between
the points in cˆf−1t , Wf−1,f is composed of edge weights
between the points of cˆf−1t and cr, and the other submatrices
are composed similarly. Note that Wg is symmetric, so we
have Wf−1,f = WTf,f−1, Wf−1,f+1 = W
T
f+1,f−1 and
Wf,f+1 = W
T
f+1,f .
As mentioned in Section III-A, the degree matrix Dg of Gg
is a diagonal matrix. We rewrite it as:
Dg =
 Df−1 0 00 Df 0
0 0 Df+1
. (16)
Thus we can compute the graph Laplacian matrix Lg of Gg
as
Lg =
[
Df−1 −Wf−1,f−1 −Wf−1,f −Wf−1,f+1
−Wf,f−1 Df −Wf,f −Wf,f+1
−Wf+1,f−1 −Wf+1,f Df+1 −Wf+1,f+1
]
,
(17)
Therefore, the temporal smoothness term gTLgg can be
expanded as
gTLgg =
[
(cˆf−1t )
T (cr)
T (cˆf+1t )
T
]
Lg
 cˆf−1tcr
cˆf+1t

= (cˆf−1t )
T (Df−1 −Wf−1,f−1)cˆf−1t
− (cr)TWf,f−1cˆf−1t
− (cˆf+1t )TWf+1,f−1cˆf−1t
− (cˆf−1t )TWf−1,fcr
+ (cr)
T (Df −Wf,f )cr
− (cˆf+1t )TWf+1,fcr
− (cˆf−1t )TWf−1,f+1cˆf+1t
− (cr)TWf,f+1cˆf+1t
+ (cˆf+1t )
T (Df+1 −Wf+1,f+1)cˆf+1t .
(18)
In Eq. (18), we observe that some terms of gTLgg are
independent of the inpainting task, such as the 1st, 3rd, 7th
and 9th term. These terms are only related to cˆf−1t and cˆ
f+1
t ,
but irrelevant with the unknown variable cr. So we can treat
them as constants in the optimization objective. Besides, some
pairs of terms are equivalent. For example, the 2nd and 4th
terms are transposed to each other, so their values are equal.
It is the same for the 6th and 8th terms. Thus they can be
combined into one term. Therefore, gTLgg is simplified as
gTLgg = C + (cr)TL′cr − 2(cˆf−1t )TWf−1,fcr
− 2(cˆf+1t )TWf+1,fcr,
(19)
where C is a constant. L′ = Df −Wf,f , which is a general-
ized Laplacian. The generalized Laplacian L′ is a symmetric
matrix with non-positive off-diagonal entries [44], which can
be constructed as L′ = L+ P, where L is the combinatorial
graph Laplacian matrix of cˆr and P is a diagonal matrix. Here
P provides the additional degree contributed by connected
vertices in the neighboring frames. Thus the second term in
Eq. (19) is the graph-signal smoothness prior for the result
cube cr, which enforces its internal structure to be smooth
when merging information from three source cubes.
The third term of Eq. (19) is actually a dot product of cˆf−1t
and graph-shifted cr. Since the weights in Wf−1,f are all
∈ {0, 1} as in Eq. (14), Wf−1,f is actually equal to the
adjacency matrix Af−1,f of the subgraph of Gg between cˆf−1t
and cr. Hence, as in Section III-C, c˜r = Wf−1,fcr is a
graph shift of cr by the correspondence between each point
in cˆf−1t and cr, which makes the distribution of the points in
c˜r approach that in cˆ
f−1
t . Therefore, when we minimize the
third term of Eq. (19), the operation is as
min − 2(cˆf−1t )T c˜r = max 2(cˆf−1t )T c˜r. (20)
7Thus, the smaller the third term of Eq. (19) is, the bigger dot
product between cˆf−1t and c˜r is, and the more similar they
are. Therefore, this term enforces the structure of c˜r to be
similar with cˆf−1t , thus ensuring the temporal consistency with
cˆf−1t . The fourth term is a similar function, which ensures the
temporal consistency with cˆf+1t .
Now we have simplified the temporal smoothness term
gTLgg, and have analyzed the function and meaning of each
simplified terms. Then we optimize our formulation in Eq.
(12) to obtain the solution as follows.
2) Optimazation: According to Eq. (19), Eq. (12) is sim-
plified as
min
cr
‖Ωcr −Ωct‖22 + α‖Ωcr −Ωcˆs‖22 + β(cr)TL′cr
− 2β(cˆf−1t )TWf−1,fcr − 2β(cˆf+1t )TWf+1,fcr,
(21)
Eq. (21) is a quadratic programming problem. Taking
derivative of Eq. (21) with respect to cr and setting the
derivative to 0, we have the closed-form solution:
coptr =(Ω
T
Ω + αΩTΩ + βL′)−1
(Ω
T
Ωct + αΩ
TΩcˆs + βWf,f−1cˆ
f−1
t + βWf,f+1cˆ
f+1
t ).
(22)
Eq. (21) is thus solved optimally and efficiently. Finally, we
replace the target cube with the resulting cube in the target
frame Pf , which serves as the output. After each hole is
inpainted, the candidate cubes and the target frame will be
updated, i.e., the information of new points will be considered
in the inpainting of the subsequent holes and subsequent
frames. This provides more opportunities to find more sim-
ilar cubes for the subsequent holes and better corresponding
information for the subsequent frames, and thus helps improve
the performance.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Experimental Setup
We evaluate the proposed method by testing on several 3D
dynamic point cloud datasets from MPEG [45] and JPEG
Pleno [46], including Longdress, Loot, Redandblack, Soldier,
and UlliWegner. We test on two types of holes: 1) real holes
generated during the capturing process, which have no ground
truth; 2) synthetic holes on point clouds so as to compare with
the ground truth. In particular, the number of nearest neighbors
K is considered to be related to m, the number of existing
points in the cube. Empirically, K =
√
m in our experiments.
Besides, the size H of the searching box in Section IV-C
is considered to be related to M , the size of the unit cube.
Empirically, H = 2.5M in our experiments.
Further, we compare our method with three competing
algorithms for static 3D geometry inpainting, including Mesh-
lab [47], Lozes et al. [13] and Fu et al. [17]. We test the static
methods by performing them frame by frame. Note that, as
mentioned in Section II, [17] is our baseline method since we
extend it by introducing the inter-frame information. Besides,
Meshlab is based on meshes, so we convert point clouds to
meshes via the Meshlab software [47] prior to testing the
method, and then convert the inpainted meshes back to point
clouds as the final output.
B. Results on Point Cloud Inpainting
Objective results. It is nontrivial to measure the geometry
difference of point clouds objectively. We apply the geometric
distortion metrics in [48] and [8], referred to as GPSNR and
NSHD respectively, as the metric for evaluation. The higher
GPSNR is and the lower NSHD is, the smaller the difference
between two point clouds is.
Table I and Table II show the average objective results of
the frames for each sequence with synthetic holes in GPSNR
and NSHD respectively. We see that our scheme outperforms
all the competing methods in GPSNR and NSHD significantly.
Specifically, in Table I we achieve 26.80 dB gain in GPSNR on
average over Meshlab, 16.18 dB over [13], 5.26 dB over [17].
In Table II, we produce much lower NSHD than the other
methods, at least three times lower compared to the next best
method, [17]. Note that, holes are synthesized so that we have
the ground truth for the objective comparison.
Subjective results. Further, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate
the subjective inpainting results for real holes and synthetic
holes respectively. Due to the page limit, we show sev-
eral representative frames compared with one competitive
method [13]. For the real holes in Fig. 5 (a), which are
fragmentary, the results of [13] show artificial contours of
the original holes, since it attempts to connect the boundary
of the hole region with planar structures without smoothing.
However, the inpainted results are not smooth in the local
region, which indicates the temporal inconsistency to some
extent. In comparison, our results shown in row 3 of Fig. 5
demonstrate that our method is able to inpaint holes with
appropriate geometry structure and smoothness over the hole
region. Besides, since we leverage the inter-frame correlation,
our inpainted regions show good consistency between neigh-
boring frames.
In Fig. 6, we synthesize holes in the point cloud sequence
Soldier, with more complex and bigger holes than the real
holes in Fig. 5. We observe that [13] covers the missing area
with curt ribbed geometry, which introduces wrong geometry
around the holes compared to the ground truth. Also, the
contents look incoherent among the consecutive frames. In
comparison, our results shown in row 3 of Fig. 6 are almost
the same as the ground truth, and exhibit coherence between
neighboring frames. This gives credits to the use of the intra-
frame self-similarity, the inter-frame coherence and graph-
signal smoothness prior.
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN GPSNR (DB)
Meshlab[47] Lozes[13] Fu[17] Proposed
Longdress 11.7926 30.3883 41.5686 43.1301
Loot 16.4451 27.3715 40.1546 47.5648
Redandblack 13.1772 24.4810 33.9921 39.0103
Soldier 17.4697 23.1571 34.5062 42.2980
UlliWegner 24.9424 31.5455 41.3037 45.8411
8TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON IN NSHD (×10−7)
Meshlab[47] Lozes[13] Fu[17] Proposed
Longdress 24.8631 7.1362 2.9174 0.9131
Loot 14.1925 8.9410 3.1102 0.3549
Redandblack 22.8300 9.6233 5.9856 1.9324
Soldier 17.1376 10.0044 5.2145 1.2057
UlliWegner 11.2509 6.7370 1.9658 0.6362
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose to address 3D dynamic point cloud inpainting
on graphs. The key observation is that point cloud sequences
exhibit inter-frame coherence among consecutive frames and
intra-frame self-similarity within the same frame. We propose
an efficient method to inpaint each target frame with holes,
leveraging on intra- and inter-source cubes and the graph-
signal smoothness prior. Specifically, taking fixed-sized cubes
as the processing unit, we first choose the target cube with
missing area inside. Then, we search for the most similar cube
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Fig. 5. Some frames of the inpainting results from different methods for Longdress with the real holes magnified.
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Fig. 6. Some frames of the inpainting results from different methods for Soldier with the synthetic holes magnified.
9to the target cube in the same frame as the intra-source cube,
and search for the corresponding cubes to the target cube in
the neighboring frames as inter-source cubes. Finally, we cast
the hole-filling problem as a quadratic programming problem,
based on the two kinds of source cubes and regularized by
the graph-signal smoothness prior for consecutive frames.
Further, we provide analysis of the intra- and inter-frame
smoothing functionality of this prior, and simplify the opti-
mization problem based on this analysis. Experimental results
show that our algorithm significantly outperforms separate
inpainting with three static point cloud inpainting methods.
Future works include the extension to inpainting the color
attribute of dynamic point clouds.
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